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 STATUS OF "VILLANI " AND OTHER TENANTS

 IN DANISH EAST ANGLIA IN PRE-CONQUEST
 TIMES

 BY THE REV. W. HUDSON, M.A., F.S.A.

 Read November II, 1920

 IN the Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th
 Series, Vol. I., pp. 28, etc., I commented upon a thirteenth-
 century Survey of the Manor of Martham, Norfolk, which
 seemed to carry back the conditions then existing (both as
 regards the tenants and the agriculture) to a very much
 earlier period. The use of the old English word " eriung "
 (ploughing), to describe a full villein land, implied its
 continuous use from Angle times all through the Danish
 occupation. The universal intermixture of lands held by
 the two classes of villeins and sokemen (by which terms
 alone the tenants were called), together with the obvious
 inter-relation of their families, pointed to a common origin
 and a generally accepted equality of status which was
 apparently still existent in the thirteenth century. In
 view of the fact that the manorial conditions of com-

 pulsory service had been introduced by the Bishop in
 IioI for his newly-founded monastery at Norwich, it was
 felt not unreasonable to date back to that period the
 conditions disclosed in the Survey. This would bring us
 to within a few years of Domesday Book, where the lands
 are described as almost exclusively held by freemen.

 To endeavour to link the description in Domesday Book
 with the conditions of the Survey was plainly most desirable,
 but not altogether easy of accomplishment. As stated in
 the previous Paper, the Survey consists of some 80

 23
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 24 TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 folios, containing specified abuttals of over 2,000 scattered
 strips of the tenants' lands. To systematically investigate
 and tabulate this mass of information was necessarily a
 work of much time and labour. But with the able help of
 two colleagues 1 it was effected, and the results have more
 than fulfilled our expectations. Among the conclusions
 at which, as I hope to show, we have arrived, I will mention
 three. First, we have identified the lands held by the
 Villeins of the Survey with those held by 36 Freemen in
 Domesday. Secondly, we have discovered that among
 the lands assigned in Domesday Book to these Freemen were
 the lands of 27 Sokemen, who can be disentangled from the
 other Sokemen of the Survey. They are passed unnoticed, in
 connection with these lands, by the Domesday Commissioners.
 Thirdly, the lands of the 36 Freemen, afterwards Villeins, were
 the old Common Lands of 3 Angle Fields. Some portion of
 these lands had been detached before the Conquest and were
 appropriated by the lord of the adjoining Manor of Hemsby.
 They were held in Domesday Book by 7 " villani," who must
 previously have been partners with the 36 Freemen-and are
 so classified in the Stowe Survey. It seems to follow that
 they were not called " villani" 2 because of their having been
 reduced to a lower status, but simply because they were
 " men of the vill," holders of the lands of the vill. This
 would apply also to the 36 Freemen when they were first
 termed manorial villeins.

 Before proceeding to substantiate the above statements,
 I should like to point out the more than local importance
 of these conclusions, especially that relating to the meaning
 of " villani " at this time and in this district. If the inter-

 pretation is correct it affords us a glimpse into the inner

 I Besides Mr. H. W. Saunders, mentioned in Transactions of Roy. Hist.
 Soc., I.c., p. 31, my thanks are due to Mr. H. Morgan-Browne, of Streat-
 ham Hill, to whose exceptionally retentive memory we are indebted for
 the linking up of many isolated references and the following out of many
 clues.

 2 I have intentionally used the word " villani " to dissociate its
 meaning from that usually attached to the word " villein."
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 STATUS OF " VILLANI " AND OTHER TENANTS 25

 working of a development which had long been taking place
 in other parts of the country, the establishment of the
 manorial system. In this Danish district it had by no
 means spread universally. The special point here brought
 into prominence is the effect produced by the movement
 on the old English institution, the " vill ". This had been,
 and still was, the lowest integral unit of local administration
 (under the hundred). In Domesday Book it is always as-
 sociated with the amount it owes to the king's geld-and for
 this the lord of the vill seems to have been responsible, while
 the persons primarily chargeable were, at least at this time,
 (not all the settlers but) the holders of the traditional
 common lands. To complicate matters, these " men of the
 vill " need not have been (so far as their services were due)
 under one lord. Several lords may have shared in the
 services of the inhabitants, but I believe that for agricul-
 tural purposes in cultivating their own lands, and probably
 for fiscal purposes also, the whole of the settlers within the
 circuit of a vill co-operated together on something like equal
 terms of status and labour.

 After describing the definite information on the subject
 disclosed in the Survey of Martham, I propose to make some
 attempt to apply the knowledge thus obtained to the
 surrounding district, where the process of transition was
 still developing itself.

 The Domesday Account of Martham.-Martham is men-
 tioned seven times in Domesday Book, and contained 1,121
 acres of arable land. But five of these entries relate to small

 holdings, chiefly in the hands of small freemen and under
 the patronage of several lords. The total amount of them
 is only 151 acres. The remaining two are of great interest.

 The first occurs under the neighbouring Manor of Hemsby :
 " Lands of the Bishop of Tedford, of his Fee. Hemesbei was
 held by Earl Algar, T.R.E., and Alwi bought it. Stigand 1
 took it from him and gave it to his brother Almar, but the
 hundred does not know by what right. Thenceforth it was in

 1 For these persons, see post., pp. 27, 28.
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 26 TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 the bishopric. In demesne [lordship] 1 3 ploughlands and
 always 33 villani and 13 bordars. Then 6 serfs, now 3. Always

 3 ploughs on the demesne, and Ii ploughs of the men, and 40
 acres of meadow and 2 salt-pans. Now 12 swine and 16o sheep.
 And 4 sokemen with 60 acres of land, 3 acres of meadow and
 always I plough. To this estate belongs I berewite, Martham,
 with 2 ploughlands. Always 7 villani and 3 bordars and I
 serf. Always 2 ploughs in demesne and I plough of the men
 and 50 acres of meadow. There are also attached to this manor
 27 sokemen (-Richard over 30 shillings 2-) with 30 acres of
 land and 5 acres of meadow, always 3 ploughs. And in Winter-
 ton 2 sokemen with Io acres and always - plough. Then it was
 worth 26 3 pounds, now 29 pounds. All this has I4 leagues in
 length and io furlongs in breadth, and [renders] 30 pence geld.
 And Martham has leagues [in leagues [in length] and I league in breadth,
 and [renders] 30 pence geld, but several hold there. In Escou 2
 bordars with 6 acres of land, and they belong to Hemesbei."-

 D.B. fol. 195: V.C.H. Norf. ii. 117.

 The second of these entries is also on the Bishop's Lands:

 " Hundret Flecwest. In Martham were 36 freemen of Almar,
 by commendation only, with 5 ploughlands and Io acres. Bishop
 William holds them now, and 50 acres of meadow. Always
 16 ploughs. Then it was worth 6 pounds, now 8 pounds and Io
 shillings. There is I church with 50 acres and it is worth 50
 pence."-D.B. fol. 200: V.C.H. Norf. ii. 123.

 These two entries need a little explanation with regard
 to the position of Martham at the Conquest as a local vill.
 The short entry relating to the 36 freemen covers more

 1 " In dominio " must here mean " under his lordship." The 3 plough-
 lands would include the lands of the tenants as well as the lord's " demesne."

 It may be well to mention here that a Domesday ploughland (carucata),
 though used rather as a basis of assessment than an exact measurement
 of land, appears to mean 12o acres of arable land, and is so taken by the
 present writer. A plough-team land is used by the writer for the amount
 of arable land worked on their own account by the tenants of equal sections
 of land combining to provide a plough-team. The sections differed in size
 in different vills. Roughly, each section found 2 oxen for a team of 8.

 2 These words are added above the line. The person is probably
 Richard, son of Alwin, mentioned under Ormesby.

 3 This, which is one of the largest values in this district, must include
 Hemsby and the berewite.
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 STATUS OF " VILLANI " AND OTHER TENANTS 27

 than half the whole vill and includes almost all the holders

 of the old common lands. Yet their 6Io acres are only
 described (like the isolated holdings of the small freemen)
 as " in Martham." On the other hand, the lord of Hemsby,
 in the description of his berewite (or outlying estate) of 240
 acres, calls it " Martham," evidently claiming lordship over
 the whole vill. In fact, he treats it at that time as an
 appendage of Hemsby. If he was responsible for the
 collection of the king's geld from the vill, over nearly all the
 tenants in which he held either seignorial or patronal
 control, this is quite intelligible. This theory is confirmed
 by the fact that the measurement of Martham is not given
 with the 36 freemen but with the Hemsby berewite. These
 measurements are always followed by a statement of the
 amount due from the vill for the geld, and here we find
 Martham assessed at an equal sum with Hemsby, each
 bearing an eighth of the 20 shillings at which a Norfolk
 Hundred was assessed.

 Another point is that the notice under Hemsby of the
 27 sokemen does not specify where their land was. It will
 be seen that the number 27 enabled us to identify them
 among the Martham tenants, with results of no little
 importance.

 The remark which follows the measurement of Martham

 that " many hold there " means that (as just noticed),
 besides the tenants mentioned in these two extracts relating
 to the Bishop's land, there were some others not under his
 control. Possibly this implied that he did not hold himself
 responsible for all the 30 pence of the geld. Though we
 shall notice these small holdings in treating of the whole vill, I
 they do not, of course, appear among the lands of the
 future manor, from the Survey of which we will now proceed
 to explain the details of the Domesday entries.

 The Formation of Martham Manor.-We may just remind
 our readers that Almar, to whom in our first Domesday
 reference, his brother, Archbishop Stigand, gave Hemsby

 1 See post., p. 38.
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 28 TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 after he had seized it, was at the time of the Conquest
 Bishop of Elmham (the seat of the then Norfolk Diocese).
 In 1075 the See was removed to Thetford, where it was held
 at the time of the Domesday Survey in io86 by Bishop
 William de Bellafago. In lo96 it was again removed to
 Norwich by Bishop Herbert de Losinga who, in IIoI,
 having founded a Priory at Norwich, gave his lands at
 Hemsby and Martham " ad victum Monachorum." In those
 days this implied the compulsory cultivation of demesne lands
 by manorial tenants, and the conveyance of the produce to
 the monastery. The portion of the Hemsby Manor called in
 Domesday Book the " berewite in Martham " must have
 been reunited to Martham as part of the new Manor, and
 therefore (happily for our investigation) is included in the
 Stowe Survey of Martham made in 1292.

 The "former " Tenements in the Stowe Survey.-A list
 of the 107 holders of these tenements is given at the end of
 my previous Paper.' For the systematic investigation
 of the lands we afterwards found it most convenient to

 arrange the tenements in four columns.2 As we are not
 here concerned with the individual tenants, it will be suffi-
 cient to give the number of each class and the amount of
 the lands they occupied. The four classes of tenements
 are these :

 (a) Lands held by 41 Tenants in Villen- a. r. p.
 age . . . . . . 266 I 20

 (b) Socage lands held by these Villeins . 141 o o
 (c) Lands held by 27 3 Sokemen . . 235 I o
 (d) Lands held by 42 other Sokemen . 188 o 20

 We will begin with the lands held in villenage. We are
 told that these consisted of full or fractional sections of 12

 1 Trans. Roy. Hist. Soc., I.c., pp. 55-6.
 2 They will be found so set out in a Paper contributed by the writer

 to the Norfolk and Norwich Archaeological Society's Collections, vol.
 xx., pp. 282-285.

 3 The 3 extra tenants above 107 are accounted for by the fact that 3
 of the Villeins are also reckoned as among the 27 Sokemen. It is necessary
 to count them in both lists.
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 STATUS OF " VILLANI " AND OTHER TENANTS 29

 acres called Eruings,1 and that in the Manor were reckoned
 22 eruings and 3 acres. This would make 267 acres, which
 are accounted for within half an acre and 20 perches. But
 we find a noticeable circumstance. 36 of the 41 holdings
 are described as full, half or quarter eruings, as the case may
 be. The other 5, containing 18 acres 3 roods, are said to owe
 services as for " tantum terre servitutis ".2 They are
 classed with the villenage holdings, yet in some respect they
 differed from the others. The explanation is most likely
 not far to seek. The 36 were the holdings of the 36 freemen
 of Domesday; the 5 were lands which at that time had been
 appropriated to the Hemsby berewite, and had, after the
 formation of the Manor, been reunited to Martham. In
 Domesday Book they were held by the 7 " villani " of the
 berewite.

 It may be shown with little doubt that these villenage
 lands were the old common lands of the original Angle
 settlement. The Survey mentions 3 great fields, Westfeld,
 Estfeld and Suthfeld.3 The first two were, probably, little
 changed in 1292. Suthfeld had shrunk to small dimensions.
 This was because of the inroad of the Hemsby berewite.
 We must therefore take it by itself, apart from the other two.
 It will here be well to recall 4 that after the description of the
 Manor in the Survey, this entry is given: " Sequitur de
 tenemento quondam Simonis de Len 5et prius de villenagio ".
 It contains 20 acres 2 roods. If we add it to the other

 villenage holdings, it brings them up to 286 a. 3 r. 20
 perches, or very little short of 24 eruings of 12 acres -288
 acres. On the assumption that 4 eruings (48 acres) provided
 a plough-team, this would give 2 plough-team lands (96

 1 The word " eriung " is always incorrectly spelt " eruing " in the
 Survey, as then pronounced. See Transactions Roy. Hist. Soc., 1.c., p. 35.

 2 Nos. 27-30 and No. 54 on the list.
 3 In the Paper just mentioned, p. 300, can be seen a Plan of Martham,

 conjecturally showing the site of these fields.
 4 Transactions Roy. Hist. Soc., I.c., p. 33.
 5 A Simon de Len is mentioned in the " Camera " Roll of Norwich

 Priory in 1272 as going to London on the business of the Priory, and also
 in other succeeding Rolls.
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 acres) for each field. Let us see what we find. Taking the
 portions of villenage lands directly described as in Westfeld
 or Estfeld, there are in Westfeld 81 acres and in Estfeld
 771 acres. We must note that the same holdings included
 " tofts " 1 (no doubt in the same fields), containing about
 9 acres in each field, giving Westfeld 90 acres and Estfeld
 86 acres. This statement cannot be made with strict

 accuracy, especially because it several times happens that
 where a tenant holds both villenage and socage land, no
 distinction is made between the two classes of his lands. It

 seems reasonable, therefore, to conclude that each of these
 fields originally contained 8 eruings or 96 acres. As regards
 Suthfeld, we have not the same information, on account of its
 having been partly broken up. A large field called Tomeres
 probably once formed part of it. There is nothing to con-
 flict with our assumption that it was originally equal to the
 other 2 fields.

 According to the above statement, the villenage lands in
 the time of Domesday Book were thus held: 36 freemen,
 247a. 2r. 2op., in the berewite I8a. 3r. op., Len's tenement
 2oa. 2r. op., or in all 286a. 3r. 2op. We may safely call this
 288 acres or 24 eruings.

 To the first item (247a.) we may add I4Ia. held by the
 same 36 tenants on socage tenure, and we have 388a. 2r. 2op.
 The Domesday record assigns to them 6io acres. Where
 are we to find the remaining 221a. Ir. 2op. ? They are to be
 found in connection with the special group of 27 sokemen
 mentioned both in Domesday Book and in the Stowe
 Survey.

 The 27 Sokemen.-As already mentioned, the tenants
 in the Survey are all classified as holding in villenage or
 socage. The former number 41, the latter 66. The list
 begins with Roger de Hil, a typical socage tenant. He is
 followed by Thomas Knight, a typical villenage tenant, and
 then the two classes are intermixed. A certain number of

 the socage tenants have to do services " as R. de Hil ", and
 1 Ibid., Transactions, etc., p. 47.
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 of these there are 27. But there is nothing in the Survey
 to distinguish them from the others, except an item in the
 statement of the lord's income, " Harrowing of Socage, 27
 days".' Afterwards, in some Court Rolls of the Manor of
 Martham,2 in the time of Richard II, I found in several
 successive years an interesting entry. For the election of a
 Reeve a tenement of 10 acres was chosen, and one of 20
 acres (evidently 2 of Io acres) to elect a Collector of the
 Cellarer's Aid.3 Similarly, a tenement of 12 acres was chosen
 to find a " messor " and one of 24 acres to elect a Collector
 of the Cellarer's Rents. The antiquity of the practice was
 evidenced by an entry in a Bailiff's Account Roll of 12 R.
 II in the same collection: " To the Cellarer, by the hands
 of the Messor, of rent of the vill to satisfy to the same his
 sum of this Manor of old ordained of Rent called Mole,

 f9 16s. To same for Aid, ?3 14s. 8d.". These are the sums
 mentioned in the Summary of the lord's income in 1292.
 The 12-acre tenements were manifestly the old villenage
 holdings. What were the Io-acre tenements ? Roger de
 Hil's holding was of io acres, and though the rest of the 27

 tenements were very varied, a. fair number also held 10 acres.
 It thus became plain that this group of 27 sokemen was an
 original group of tenants, and it was an obvious conclusion
 to identify them with the 27 sokemen of the Hemsby
 berewite in Domesday Book and to locate these latter in
 Martham.

 From this followed a specially important conclusion.
 The Domesday 27 sokemen are only credited with a holding

 1 In my former Paper (p. 46) I thought the number of these special
 sokemen was 19, and as each sokeman was bound to harrow for I day, I
 concluded that 27 days referred not to them, but to 54 sokemen on the whole
 list.

 2 These and the Bailiffs' Rolls are in possession of the Norfolk and
 Norwich Archaeological Society.

 3 The Cellarer's Aid was a charge on the manors specially appropriated
 to the Office of the Prior. It went towards the monastic " Larder," to
 provide a sufficient stock of meat for the winter. The " Mole " was the
 Rent, paid by all the tenants and was so called from O.E. mal, a payment.
 All the Socage tenants in the Stowe Survey are described in the margin
 as " Mulf " (for Mule land), and the Villenage tenants as " Werk ".
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 32 TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 of 30 acres, for which they have 3 ploughs. The incongruity
 of this statement was now explained. In the Survey they
 hold 235 acres I rood. It appears, therefore, that 205 acres
 of their lands are not entered, or, if entered, are not under
 their name. The latter suggestion must certainly be
 correct. These 205 acres almost make up the missing 221
 assigned to the 36 freemen. If this be so, how are we to
 account for the omission of these names ? There surely
 can only be one reason. The Domesday Commissioners
 thought it sufficient to pass their lands under the responsi-
 bility of the 36 freemen. Except in respect of the 30 acres
 in the berewite, they were plainly co-workers with the 36.
 We must suppose they paid their contribution to the king's
 geld through the freemen who were the holders of the lands
 of the vill, whereas the sokemen only held lands in the vill.
 What class they may have represented I hope to show
 presently.1

 This identification of the conditions described in our

 Survey with those of Domesday times is greatly strengthened
 by a consideration of the Summary of the Manorial Income
 in my former Paper (p. 33). There we find: "Average
 (Cartage and Carrying) of Villenage and Socage, &I os. old."
 On p. 36 we are told that Thomas Knight, the typical
 villein, had to do 6 cartings or pay 9d. For 22- eruings this
 makes I6s. 81d. Roger de Hil, the typical sokeman (p. 34),
 has to carry I load or pay Ild. For 27 sokemen this is
 3s. 4d., making for both classes ?I os. old., as correctly
 stated. "Socage" thus means the 27 only. We have
 seen the same fact implied in " Harrowing of Socage, 27
 days ". The most significant entry is "Making malt and
 Threshing of the whole vill, &I I8s. 3-d.". We should cer-
 tainly expect to find here all the tenants on the list. But
 we do not. The villeins have to malt 31 seams of barley or
 give 6d. And they have to flail 12 days or give 12d. This
 for 221 eruings makes ?I 13s. 42d. A " Hil " man has only
 to make a little malt or give Ild., and to flail for half a day

 I See post., p. 37.
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 or give Id., making (for that group of 27) 3s. II1d. The
 total comes to ?I I7s. 31d. This amount is not far short,
 and I cannot find this service assigned to any of the " other "
 sokemen, so I suppose none but the 27 are intended. On the
 whole, we are led to conclude that the arrangements as given
 in the Survey were practically settled when the Manor was
 formed in IIor, and that at that time the " whole vill"
 under the Bishop consisted of the holders of the eruings and
 the 27 sokemen. We may add, as a most probable suggestion,
 that the Bishop took his first list of tenants from returns just
 recently made for the Domesday Commissioners.

 In noticing this summary, it is only fair to observe that,
 if not only the classification of the tenants but the actual
 details of their services are to be dated back to the Conquest,
 it does not exhibit the " villani " in anything like a position
 of equality with the sokemen. A great deal more is required
 of them in the way of service and a far larger composition
 in lieu of service if it is not performed. We might reply that,
 in this respect, there can be little doubt that a great deal of
 change for the worse in their condition had taken place in
 the interval between the formation of the Manor and the

 making of the Survey.' But it is more useful to put the
 matter in another light and ask what power the Bishop as
 Patron had at the formation of the Manor over the men of

 the vill, who, in the language of Domesday Book, were under
 his " commendation only." I am unable to give a definite
 answer to this question. Their relation implied that they
 looked to him for protection against wrong or injustice, and
 that involved certain personal services of a social, legal or
 military character. But it is plain that this was not all.
 Whether he had the right or not, he undoubtedly had the
 power (and exercised it) of converting the 36 freemen into
 forced workers on his demesne. He does not seem to have

 had this power over the sokemen, at least only to a much

 1 It certainly seems as though these charges date back to the time
 when the villani and the 27 sokemen were the only manorial tenants, that
 is, to the very beginning of the Manor.

 TRANS. 4TH S.-VOL. IV. D
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 34 TRANSACTIONS OF THE ROYAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

 less extent. The only reason to be given for this difference
 is that the former were the holders of the old common lands

 which had once constituted the vill, and were therefore
 responsible for its public obligations.' If the King and his
 officials held the Bishop responsible for the correct per-
 formance of the duties of the vill, they would invest him with
 a wide authority to enforce them. Those were not days
 when authority was troubled with much scruple in its
 exercise, and all around him he saw other lords exacting
 similar services from their subordinates. So he started the

 process with the laudable object of providing a religious
 centre for his diocese, and the lands were swept into the net
 of the manorial system, which finally reduced the " villeins "
 to the degraded condition in which they appear in mediaeval
 history.

 Pre-Domesday Tenants in East Anglian Vills.-I pro-
 pose to deal with this part of my subject from an opposite
 point of view to that adopted by the compilers of the
 Domesday Return. They have broken up the local units in
 order to set forth the extent of the various lordships, large
 or small, which existed in the country. Hence, in endeavour-
 ing to ascertain the full number of the occupants of any
 given vill, it is necessary to pick up scattered notices out of
 the possessions attributed to various lords. The consequence
 of this practice is to obscure entirely the unity of a vill, which
 was certainly in primitive times an undoubted fact, and
 theoretically was so for a long period after the Conquest,
 otherwise the legal responsibility of a vill would have been
 unmeaning and unworkable. We must, therefore, first get
 together all the elements constituting an agricultural vill

 1 Maitland (Domesday Book and Beyond, pp. 24-5), remarking that
 the Commissioners were to enquire (amongst others) of the " priest, reeve
 and 6 villani of every vill," observes that they were to enquire " how
 much land was held by Freemen and Sokemen, not by Villains. Why ?
 For geld purposes. The villain's lord may be answerable for the land the
 villain holds, the sokeman's lord may not be ". Of " villanus" he says
 (p. 59), " When the Norman clerks wrote down villanus, the English jurors
 had said tuinesman. The villa is the tOn and the men of the villa are
 the men of the tuin ".
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 STATUS OF " VILLANI " AND OTHER TENANTS 35

 and then recognise that the tenants had two separate sides
 of their daily life. One was that they had certain duties to
 fulfil towards some lord who had a right to demand their
 services, in which department two neighbours might have to
 serve two different lords.' With this part of their lives,
 which we may call the manorial, we are not here concerned.
 The other side was the cultivation of their own private lands
 for the support of their families. This was done under
 conditions which might have descended from remote
 ancestors, or might have been subjected to violent changes
 from outside influences. In East Anglia both these causes
 had been in operation. The tenants amongst themselves
 were, at the time of Domesday Book, still following the old
 customs of the Angles, but other customs had been intro-
 duced by the Danish occupation.

 No little insight into the conditions existing at Martham
 may be gathered from our Stowe Survey compared with the
 notices in Domesday. As I have not yet succeeded in finding
 any similar help in respect of any other vills, I will begin with
 a short account of Martham and its probable growth into
 the vill of Domesday.

 The Angle Settlement in Martham.-We have already seen
 that this must have consisted of 3 fields, Westfeld, Estfeld and
 Suthfeld, consisting of 96 acres each, or 288 acres in all. They
 were divided into Eriungs of 12 acres, 4 of which supplied a
 plough-team. Each field, therefore, had 2 ploughs. As these
 lands were divided into strips which were at first re-distribu-
 ted from time to time, we can presume that there was little
 social disparity among the tenants.

 1 A good illustration of this statement and of co-operative ploughing
 by tenants on their lands occurs in Stowe MS. 936, fol. 31 in the survey
 of the Prior of Norwich's Manor of Elmham, c. 1290. Of the Homagers
 (villeins) it is said, " They shall do 6 boons with their plough in time of
 sowing barley, rye and oats, if they have a whole plough. And they shall
 have for each boon I~d. And if they have only I plough then they shall
 do 3 boons with their plough and receive as above. And if they join
 with one of the lord's homage they shall do their boons wholly as above.
 And if they join with one of another lord's homage (alieni homagii) who
 is unwilling to plough with them on the lord's land then they shall harrow
 for 3 days and have each day Id."
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 The Danish Occupation.-We must remember that this
 took place on two separate occasions. The first culminated
 in the agreement between King Alfred and Guthrum at the
 close of the ninth century (A.D. 879). The other was at the
 beginning of the eleventh century, after the massacre of the
 Danes on St. Brice's day (A.D. 1002). This finally led to
 the accession of Canute to the throne of England in ioi6.
 At some time during these two periods a very great change
 must have taken place in the tenancy of Martham. In its
 immediate neighbourhood no less than 9 Danish " by's "
 were established. Besides the formation of the Hemsby
 berewite and the introduction of the manorial system into a
 portion of the vill, we may trace through our Survey some
 significant developments in the tenancy of the land in the
 northern and western districts. In addition to the lands

 we have traced as the old common lands held in later times

 by the villeins, we find in Westfeld and Estfeld a certain
 amount of socage land, some held by villcins, some by the
 27 sokemen and some by the other sokemen. Now we have
 identified these 27 sokemen with Domesday tenants, and
 the other sokemen must have been added later, probably
 after the formation of the Manor. We must therefore

 confine ourselves to the 36 freemen and the 27 sokemen
 and enquire how they held the socage land. It appears that,
 so far as we can separate the socage lands of the freemen-
 villeins from their common or villenage lands, they must
 have been about equal in both fields. Of the two classes of
 land, they held in Westfeld II6a. and in Estfeld II7a. So
 also the Hil group of 27 held 40 acres in Westfeld and 41 in
 Estfeld.

 From these facts I would infer two stages of development :
 I. The Angle settlement with its 3 fields. This was

 manifestly not extinguished by the Danes. The same
 agricultural system with its I2-acre eriungs was continued,
 and for a time was extended under the old conditions. The

 socage lands held in the 2 old fields (over and above the
 eriungs) must have been newly-cultivated lands worked by
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 the community in co-operation, and called by the old names,
 but not treated as additions to the common fields. The

 tenants would be Anglo-Danes homogeneously amalgamated.
 With our present information it is impossible to state
 definitely how this development progressed, or how the vill
 was affected by the growth of adjoining Danish settlements.
 The Domesday account of the changes at Hemsby and the
 manorialisation of part of Martham plainly relates to a later
 period, in the reign of King Edward the Confessor.

 2. The second stage seems to me to be specially associated
 with the 27 sokemen, of whom Roger de Hil was the typical
 tenant. Though, apart from this obligation of service, they
 are not otherwise distinguished in the Survey, they are
 certainly put forward very prominently at the commence-
 ment of the list of tenants, and that solely (as it would
 seem) from their topographical position. The compilers of
 the Survey began at the western boundary of the Manor at a
 hamlet called Sco (or in Domesday Book, Escou), formerly
 existing between Martham and Repps. Except No. 2, the
 typical villein tenant, the first 13 tenants are all sokemen
 and io are of the Hil group. The other 2 (counted among
 the " other sokemen ") are quite of the same character as
 the rest, and we can only suppose they were not classed with
 them because they were not there till after the original list
 of tenants was formed. These 12 tenants hold 12o acres of
 land, of which only 3 are villenage land. The io "Hil"
 tenants hold io6 acres, of which 31 are in Westfeld, 28 in
 Sco Feld, and about 30 in a field called Westwong, which lay
 to the west of Westfeld.

 Here we plainly have a group of new settlers partly
 occupying one of the old fields, but also starting just outside
 it a new field with a new name.1 Can we find an explanation
 of this ? I suggest that what I have called the second
 Danish incursion in the early years of the eleventh century
 gives a sufficient reason. The Danes then came up the

 1 Westwong. Wong is a Danish word for a comparatively small
 division of cultivated land.
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 Norfolk rivers and sacked Norwich. They came as con-
 querors, but afterwards settled down, and until the Norman
 conquest undoubtedly did a great deal in developing the
 whole of this part of the country. It is true that the
 occupants of the land they invaded were more or less of their
 own race. But they were at least associated with the
 authors of the great massacre on St. Brice's day, and we can
 well understand that at first the new settlers kept to them-
 selves. Two generations later they had all settled down
 together, as we find them in the Domesday account.

 The remaining Tenants of Martham-
 On the King's Land are mentioned 2 freemen, one of

 Gert's and the other of Herold's commendation, with 60
 acres and I plough in the census of Ormesby.'

 On the King's Land kept by Godric is I berewite of
 30 acres and it belongs to Castre and 3 sokemen with 15
 acres. 2

 On the Lands of Count Alan are 24 freemen with 6 acres
 and 20 acres in demesne. Always - plough.3

 Under Lands of St. Benedict of Holm ad victum
 Monachorum, 3 sokemen with Io acres. And also a
 freeman of St. Benet with 6 acres and 3 acres which a blind
 man holds."

 Under Freemen of no farm, kept by Almar. He further
 holds I freeman with io acres. He always ploughs with
 2 oxen.6

 In all, these scattered Tenants are 121, viz., 61 freemen
 and 6 sokemen with 16o acres, I plough and 2 oxen.

 On the whole of the lands of the vill there were, appar-
 ently, in the time of King Edward the Confessor, 431 free-
 men, 35 sokemen, 7 villeins, 5 bordars and I serf. The
 arable land contained I,I2I acres with 24 ploughs and 2 oxen
 (I plough-team). Only 24 ploughs are said to be in demesne,
 and the demesne land is not specified in the largest holding,

 1D.B. II3b.  2 D.B. 129b.  3D.B. I46b.  4 D.B. 217.
 5 D.B. 272.
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 the Hemsby berewite, on which were two of these demesne
 ploughs. In the Stowe Survey it is stated as 168 acres. We
 know that the 7 " villani " who are placed in connection
 with it were previously freemen holding part of the common
 lands of the vill.

 In considering how the Tenants' lands were worked, we
 observe that the 16o acres of the 124 Tenants, mostly
 attached to other Manors, are almost devoid of ploughs. On
 the other hand, the 36 freemen who, as we have seen, had
 27 sokemen working with them, and had 5 ploughlands and
 Io acres, besides 50 acres of the Church land and 15 acres of
 land in Sco, in all 675 acres, had I6 ploughs. It seems only
 reasonable to suppose that the 30 acres held by the 27 in the
 berewite with 3 ploughs were being worked by them with
 their other lands, and the same may be said of the 72 acres
 remaining with I plough to the 7 villeins and 5 bordars
 of the berewite.

 Putting all these together, we have of the tenants' lands

 777 acres, with 20? ploughs, or somewhat under 40 acres to
 a plough.

 THE VILL OF HEMSBY

 This vill, which so overshadowed Martham before the
 formation of the Manor, is only once mentioned in Domesday,
 in the extract given above (p. 25). Unfortunately, its
 description in the Stowe Survey, which appears to have
 preceded that of Martham, is entirely missing. As it stands
 in Domesday it is very difficult to estimate its agricultural
 condition as regards its tenants. These were 33 villani, 13
 bordars, I church and 4 sokemen, and the land in all in-
 cluded 440 acres. It was already a manor and there were
 3 ploughs in demesne. The " men " had II ploughs and the
 4 sokemen I plough. The difficulty is to find out the land
 of the tenants. If in the Martham berewite the lord had 2

 ploughs for 168 acres, his 3 ploughs in Hemsby ought to
 imply about 250 acres. This would agree with notices in
 thirteenth-century Bailiffs' Rolls, where we find that number
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 of acres being sown after threshing, implying with fallow a
 larger extent of demesne. But as this conclusion would
 leave only some Ioo acres for the villeins and bordars with
 their II ploughs, it is manifestly out of the question. I can
 only conclude that, the monastery not yet being founded,
 the land was cultivated by the men for themselves, a small
 " feorm " or food rent being made to the bishop's household.
 A more important question is, What were the " villani " ?
 They were certainly the principal tenants, and I have no
 hesitation in suggesting that, like their fellow-tenants on the
 Manor, the 7 villani in Martham, they had been freemen
 holding the lands of the vill. By way of some corroborative
 evidence, I may point out how incongruous would be such
 a set of tenants if the villani were only heirs of a low-caste
 ancestry. It is contrary to all we find in this district.

 THE VILL OF CAISTER

 This Vill lay S.E. of Hemsby by the sea in the direction
 of Yarmouth. It has a special interest in connection with
 our present investigation.

 " King's Land. Castre was held by 80 freemen, t.r.e., and
 now likewise. 4 ploughlands. Then 22 ploughs. And of
 all this Earl Ralph made a Manor. Now there is I plough in
 demesne and 21 of the men. . . . Always - mill and 39 salt-
 pans." 1

 " Land of St. Benedict. In Castre S. B. always held I
 ploughland. Always 4 bordars and I plough in demesne and
 ? plough of the men. And 14 freemen under the Abbot, com-
 mendation only, [held] I ploughland and I bordar. Then 2
 ploughs of the men." 2

 The first of these entries is of special significance. It
 records the formation of a new Manor even more definitely
 than in the case of Martham. Earl Ralph, probably not
 very long before the time of Domesday, converted an
 independent community of settlers into a Manor, with a

 1D.B. I34-  2 D.B. 221.
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 demesne and customary tenants. It does not describe the
 80 freemen as under his commendation, but that must
 probably be assumed. The proceeding seems exactly
 similar to that of Bishop Herbert at Martham. But Ralph
 did not want to feed a body of monks. So he only took to
 himself a very moderate slice of the spoil. He appropriated
 I plough-team out of 22 for his own benefit, leaving 21 to
 the former providers. A very noticeable statement is that
 the 80o freemen held the land in the time of King Edward
 and now likewise. I do not see what this can mean except
 that the tenancy of the land remained unchanged. If so,
 what happened as to the title of the tenants ? When they
 were manorialised, were they still called freemen, or were
 they like the 7 tenants at Martham called villani ? I assume
 that they were holders of the land of the vill. It appears to
 me that the whole statement implies that at the compilation
 of Domesday Book they were still called freemen. Whether
 they were afterwards described as villeins I am at present
 unable to say.

 The other portion of the land has a feature character-
 istic of the lands of the Abbot of St. Benet, who held it.

 His chief tenants on his demesne are frequently only bordars,
 though there are other more independent tenants, as 14
 freemen here, who must have done customary work.

 As to the Tenants' land. Before the Earl made the

 Manor, the 80o freemen cultivated 480 acres with 22 ploughs,
 or I plough to every 22 acres, nearly twice the usual number.
 On St. Benet's land (excluding the plough in demesne and
 perhaps half the ploughland), there were only 2? ploughs to
 about i8o acres or I plough to 70o acres. If all the tenants
 of the vill co-operated, they would have 241 ploughs to 660
 acres, or I plough to about 27 acres, much the same pro-
 portion as we found at Hemsby.

 In noting the large number of freemen on the land of
 this vill, it may be observed that they were probably not all
 engaged in agriculture. Caister must have been something
 like Yarmouth. At that time the rivers Bure and Wensum
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 entered the sea between the two places,1 and many of the
 Caister men must have been fishermen, at least for part of
 the year. Moreover, there were no less than 45 salt-pans,
 which must have required much labour.

 THE VILL OF ORMESBY

 This was another vill of Danish origin, lying between
 Caister and Hemsby.

 " King's Land. Ormesby was held by Guert, t.r.e., 3 plough-
 lands and 30 acres, which he held of St. Benet. Always 4 villani
 and 3 bordars, and 2 ploughs in demesne and - plough of the
 men. And 80 sokemen with 4 ploughlands and 46 acres and
 3 bordars. Then 33 ploughs." 2

 " Lands of Bishop William. In Ormesbei 2 freemen of
 Guend (? Guert) with 40 acres, always I plough." 3

 Here we have 4 villains and 3 bordars as chief workers
 on 390 acres, with only 2 ploughs in demesne and 1 plough
 of the men. The cultivation could only have been done with
 the help of the 80 sokemen and 3 bordars, who themselves
 had 526 acres to work. Again, we might suggest that the 4
 villani were holders of the common lands, and so perhaps
 were some of the sokemen.

 If we were right in thinking that the 27 sokemen in
 Martham represented a late influx of Danes in the time of
 Canute, we may suppose the same of these sokemen in
 Ormesby. In that case the lands of the vill may have been
 somewhat limited. We shall find another obvious case of

 a large accession of Danish sokemen at Ludham in
 Happing Hundred.

 The whole Vill had 916 acres, of which we must deduct at
 least 200 with 2 ploughs for demesne land. This leaves 716
 acres with 33? ploughs, or I plough to 21 acres, on the lands
 of the Tenants.

 1 This outlet was called Grubbs Haven and was blocked up by the
 twelfth century. Salt-pans, for obtaining sea salt by evaporation, were
 much valued as providing the means to preserve meat and other foods
 through the winter.

 2 D.B. II5b.  3D.B. 197.
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 VILL OF HAPPISBURGH

 The vills we have been dealing with were all in the
 hundreds of E. and W. Flegg. A little further north was a
 large vill of Happisburgh, with 2,226 acres, occupied in King
 Edward's time by 102 tenants of the usual denominations.

 " King's Land. Hapisburc was held by Edric, t.r.e. 13
 plough lands. Always 21 villani and 20o bordars. Always 3
 serfs and 3 ploughs in demesne. Then 9 ploughs of the men.
 . . . And 21 sokemen, with 86 acres. Then 5 ploughs. And 12
 freemen, of whom Edric had commendation only, with 4 plough-
 lands, and 8 villani and 91 bordars and I serf. . . . Then io
 ploughs. These freemen Earl Ralph added to the Manor." 1

 " Lands of Count Alan. In Hapesburc 2 freemen held ioo
 acres . . . 5 bordars and I plough." 2

 The most numerous class of tenants here are the 29
 villani. Of these, 21 were on land already organised as a
 manor by Edric. With 20 bordars (excluding 3 serfs) they
 had 9 ploughs of their own. If these were worked on 12-
 acre sections, this would give them some 432 acres, or 20
 acres each, a very large average for this district, implying
 considerable prosperity if they were holders of the common
 lands of the vill. It will be noticed that the total lands were

 13 ploughlands (1,56o acres), and there were 12 ploughs, or
 only I to 13o acres. Here we find what looks very like a
 repetition of the case of the 27 sokemen at Martham. There
 were 21 sokemen with 5 ploughs for only 86 acres. Can we
 doubt that these men held other land mixed up with the 13
 ploughlands, and with their ploughs worked with the 21
 villani ? There were also on this land, attached to the lord

 by commendation only, 12 freemen, with 4 ploughlands
 (480 acres), and 4 villani and 9- bordars. Amongst them
 they had 10 ploughs. These freemen, we are told, Earl
 Ralph afterwards "added to the Manor ". That perhaps
 means that inheriting Edric's commendation he made them
 into customary tenants, with certain services. The mention

 1 D.B. 133b.  2D.B. 150.
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 of the 8 villani here is rather puzzling. They appear to be
 placed in a subordinate position to the 12 freemen, but
 there is no suggestion of " demesne " land. They may
 have been holders of the common land with the 21 other

 villani, but locally associated with the 12 freemen.

 VILL OF RISTON (EAST RUSTON)
 "Lands of Ralph Barnard. Haping H.
 (a) In Riston Ansger I freeman under Anger Staller held

 2 ploughlands. Then 15 villani, 5 serfs, always 2 ploughs in
 demesne. Then 2 ploughs of men. And 41 freemen with I
 ploughland. Then 8 ploughs.

 (b) In the same I freeman with 30 acres, always 2 bordars,
 then I plough.

 (c) In the same I freeman with 2 ploughlands under Stigand.
 Then 15 villani, 3 serfs. Then i? ploughs in demesne, always
 I plough of men. And 3 freemen with 12 acres, always - plough.

 (d) In the same I freeman of Bp. Almar with 2 plough-
 lands. Then 15 villani, 3 serfs, then I plough [? in demesne],
 always I plough of men. And 3 sokemen with 5 acres. Then
 I mill." 1

 This vill, which occurs only in this one entry, has some
 remarkable features, especially in respect of its villani. At
 the time of Domesday Book the vill was held in 4 divisions
 (which I have distinguished by 4 letters) under 4 different
 freemen. One of these (marked b) has only 30 acres, with
 2 bordars and I plough. He may be passed over. The
 other 3 have each of them 15 villani and 5, 3, and 3 serfs
 respectively. We cannot suppose this arrangement to
 represent anything but an equal division of an original unit
 comprising 45 villani among 3 new lords. All 3 are freemen
 and each holds 2 ploughlands with demesnes. There is no
 suggestion here of partition by inheritance. They were
 under (? the commendation of) 3 different over-lords, Anger
 the Staller, Archbishop Stigand and Bishop Almar. Serfs,
 I think, were rather an Angle than a Danish institution, and
 the almost entire absence of sokemen seems to point in the

 1 D.B. 248.
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 same direction. I would venture to suggest that we have
 here an old Angle settlement under a thane, with common
 lands held by 45 " tunsmen," who, on the creation of a
 manor, were termed " villani," that the 41 freemen settled
 on the division marked (a) were Anglo-Danes of the earlier
 Danish occupation, and that for some reason the estate was
 equally divided between 3 subordinate freemen, who attached
 themselves personally to 3 different lords.

 As to agricultural equipment in the different divisions,
 (a) has I plough to 30 acres, (c) I plough to 84 acres, (d) I
 plough to 122 acres. In the whole undivided vill are 887
 acres, with 18 ploughs, or I plough to 49 acres, suggesting
 the same I2-acre plough-team sections we have met with
 at Martham and elsewhere.

 VILL OF LUDHAM AND THE ABBEY OF ST. BENET OF HOLM.

 This Abbey was founded by King Canute, c. iozo, and
 by the time of King Edward it had very numerous lordships
 all over this district. It lay within the circuit of the vill of
 Horning, in the Hundred of Tunstead, where it is stated
 " Hec Sedes Abbatie." 1 It was also on the border of the

 vill of Ludham, in the Hundred of Happing, a much larger
 and more important vill. Of that we find this record:

 " Land of St. Benedict de Holmo ad victum Monachorum.
 Hundred of Hapinga. Lodham was always held by St. B. for
 5 ploughlands. Always 15 villani and 13 bordars, 2 serfs, 3
 ploughs in demesne, 2- ploughs of the men. . . . And 1151
 sokemen with 3 ploughlands and 15 acres. Always io ploughs.
 And 4. freemen with I ploughland and 15 acres. Always 3
 bordars, 2 ploughs." 2

 " In Ludham I sokeman of St. Benet with 30 acres, 4
 bordars, 2 plough." 3

 "Land of Count Alan. In Ludham, Edric, a freeman of
 Edric de Laxefeld, held t.r.e. 60 acres and 4 bordars and 1 plough.
 And II freemen held 80 acres."

 "... In Ludham I plough land was held by 19 sokemen of
 St. Benet t.r.e. . . . and I- ploughs." 4
 1 D.B. 218b.  2 D.B. 220,  a D.B. 220b.  ' D.B. 150.
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 " In Ludham 7 freemen held - ploughland, always I plough
 and I bordar." 1

 The most noticeable feature of this vill is the large number
 of sokemen, 134 , as compared with :z2 freemen, 15 villani

 and 25 bordars. We may well suppose that the 15 villani
 were holders of the common lands of a small vill, settled
 together with the 22 freemen, and that the sokemen repre-
 sent a large influx of Danish newcomers, attracted to the
 spot by the foundation of the abbey for building,2 and other
 requirements, whose families and descendants remained
 there as permanent settlers.

 There is a suggestion of the agriculture having been
 arranged on a basis of plough-team sections of 15 acres, of
 which there seem to be two instances, besides a holding of
 30 acres and another of 60. This would give 60 acres to
 provide a full plough-team, which very nearly corresponds
 with what we find for the entire vill, 21 ploughs to 1,460
 acres of land.

 General Conclusions.-The conclusions I have drawn

 from the vills just presented, which are fair specimens of a
 large number of others, are, it is feared, lacking in the
 evidential basis that would be desirable. But viewed in the

 light of the definite information disclosed in the case of
 Martham, it may be pleaded that they are reasonably
 justified. I have endeavoured to form an idea of a local
 community in East Norfolk as it existed just before the
 Norman Conquest. It consisted of a group of occupants of
 the land who lived and worked together on terms of practical
 equality of status. They are classed under three denomina-
 tions, freemen, sokemen and villani. These last are found
 almost exclusively on estates which have been manorialised
 under a lord. I contend that they had once been termed

 1 E.B. 148.
 2 John de Oxenedes in his Chronicle (p. 292) states that the Ist Abbot

 in 1046 replaced a church formerly built of mud (luteam) with one of
 stone. His successors vigorously continued the work of supplying
 monastic offices,
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 freemen and were the occupiers of the old common lands of
 the vill. The name " villanus " had arisen recently under
 the increasing Norman influence in the country, and was a
 version of the old English " tunsman." It had already,
 perhaps, begun to import more than this. Owing to their
 public responsibility, the " townsmen " and their lands had
 been more and more brought under the control of an over-
 lord. Yet at present, when the Domesday Book was com-
 piled, they were technically (whether called freemen or
 villani) the head men of the vill, the recognised successors
 of the original settlers, Angle or Danish. With them were
 other freemen, differing only in not being occupiers of this
 land, but mostly belonging to a long settled stock. The
 sokemen, as I think, were, to a very large extent, Danes,
 especially incomers during the eleventh century.

 A further question of interest arises. If the responsible
 persons of the vill were the holders of the old lands, rapidly
 being converted into manorial villeins, can we trace any
 further development ? I think we can. When the legis-
 lation of Henry II inaugurated the periodical circuits of
 Judges of Assize and Sheriffs' Tourns, we find the vill still
 recognised as the lowest administrative unit. It is sum-
 moned to appear by a " reeve and 4 men." A reeve was
 not (correctly) an official appointed by a lord from above.
 In the manorial system then existing he was a villein and
 the selected representative of that class of tenants. Was
 not this a survival of the older system ? 1 Meanwhile,
 however, a new system of responsibility had arisen. The
 police duties of the vill had, under the frank pledge system,
 been shifted from the holders of the old lands on to the
 individual inhabitants of the whole vill. All the adult

 males were enrolled in tithings, and when a man was sus-
 pected of an offence the question was, Whose tithing does
 he belong to ? and the tithing which could not produce him
 was fined. Similarly, the King's Tax was assessed by an

 1 See ante, p. 34 n. I.
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 inventory of the personal goods of every household, made by
 jurors chosen for the purpose.

 All this detachment of responsibility from the old lands
 would tend to obscure the original position of the villani.
 By the thirteenth century they had become known only as
 the most heavily burdened and unfree class of manorial
 workers. Still, even then, judging by the case of Martham,
 their relations with their neighbours in the intermixture of
 their lands and families recalled a good deal of the old
 equality of pre-Domesday times.
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